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Do you ever wonder?
Then send us an email!
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Do you ever want to just...?
Find our past issues online!
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Where do you think Ann is?
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ASK SYLVIA PLATH !7).#%1+%(##.%'"78$)

SB ANNOUNCEMENTS

EARTHQUAKE
by JB

Dear Sylvia,
My boyfriend is so nice! I just looove him. Sometimes we sit in his car and we kiss and he 
takes off  his varsity jacket and says, “Give it to me” and I just go crazy! We’ve been seeing 
each other for just over a month now (and we’ve done It twice already and only sort of  a 
few other times), but I just heard from my friend Christine that Nancy Herbbemeier was 
talking in the locker room about how she’d been doing It with my boyfriend for over a 
month and how happy she was to be dating him! I’m worried! Did Christine like, understand 
her wrong? How do I ask my boyfriend about it?
-A Little Bit Anxious

Dear ALBA,
The moonlit shriek
Far goes, my Sisyphus.
By your tender block, your hoarding
Misery loves company.
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A chorus of  aches mutters, “Doom,
Doom.”
-Sylvia

Dear Sylvia,
My daugher is eight years old and she’s been acting out so much I don’t know what to do. 
He’s the last in his class, I’ve had to go to parent-teacher meeting practically weekly, and 
every time I try to pry her away from the television screen, she throws tantrums that even 
the neighbors can hear. I’m at my wit’s end. I’ve been through plans A through Z and I don’t 
know whether to strangle her or put her in a mental hospital. Help me, Sylvia!
-My Evil Daughter Exasperates Anyone

Dear MEDEA,
You, a skittering arachnid.
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Empty 
In thoughtless breeze.

9*-$+3.7=$7.'/.)8=
In your scarce domain
For a gnat
To thrash in your
Panicky graspings.

Tireless mope
Your kind toils after nil
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You’ll freeze.
-Sylvia

Dear Sylvia,
I’ve been with my girlfriend for over a year, and we’ve kind of  been falling into a rhythm. 
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oral sex from her, ever. She says penises weird her out, that they’re gross and ugly and that 
blowjobs are unegalitarian. But, she doesn’t seem to complain when I give her oral sex, and 
when I ask her about this she just tightens up and snaps at me! What do I do, Sylvia?
-No Oral Penetration Ever

Dear NOPE,
Dueling Medusa,
Rote Perseus
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By Hate.
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Your softed spine
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Her nest
Unguiled despite your epaulets.

You angle,
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Her dulled earth. She
Eats
Of, not for.
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You’ll be hers once more.
-Sylvia

by AC

-Everyone who attended Dublab is advised to go to the health center for body lice checks.

-People named Stephen are advised to start going by “Steve”, but people named John are 
advised to start going by “Jonathan.”

-Bon Appetit would like to apologize for charging $1.20 per cookie, but will continue to do 
so.
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for a special inter-club meeting.  The Go Club members have nothing to worry about but 
should come unarmed.

-The health center would like to make clear that contrary to some unfortunate rumors, the 
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fact just where the nurses go to hang out on their break.
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Here are a few ways that you and your family can prepare:
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doorways, inside corners of  rooms, and under sturdy tables. If  you have none of  the above, 
move, or use your disaster safety toolkit to do some emergency remodeling.
-Don’t own anything fragile or valuable.
-If  for any reason you do own any valuable or fragile items, make sure to remove them 
from precarious or potentially dangerous places in your house, place them someplace safe, 
+&2%37))13"'/),-%;7)+A%".)1%+,,%6'".%+%;+$);+,,%;+"G1)"+,%7024%=+9)"-%*7$"%H".'$%'&(,@2)$%
framed photos of  loved ones)!
-Stock up on beepers, Betamax and telegraphs for reversion to pre-Y2K technology.
-Keep a pile of  hand grenades, knives, glocks, large sticks and rocks in your backyard so 
you will be prepared in the event of  a post-apocalyptic WWIII.
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your house. You will be able to replace everything once the looting starts.
-Make sure there is no way for Michael Brown to get in contact with or reach you or your 
family.
-Elevate the foundation of  your house by eight inches in case of  a tsunami.
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jewelry, electronics can be obtained from the basements and garages of  your neighbor(s). 
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economy.
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marijuana, Tums, Flintstone vitamins, condoms, and cyanide tablets.
-Modern technology has yet to perfect the accurate prediction of  seismic activity, so once 
you have completed the above preparation, sit in your pre-established safe space and wait.

by NF

THE PAMPHLETTE WISHES YOU A 
HAPPY SPRING BREAK!
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